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Abstract

The physical reasons why the orbital glass may exist in granular high-

temperature superconductors and the existing experimental data appep.ed

recently are discussed. The orbital glass is characterized by the coexistence

of the orbital paramagnetic state with the superconducting state and occurs

at small magnetic fields H < Hco << Hci- The transition in orbital glass

arises at the critical field Hco which is inversely proportional to the surface

cross-area S of an average grain. In connection with theoretical predictions

the possible experiments are proposed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We proposed recently the new type of superconducting state relevant to granular

superconductors, where pararnagnetism coexists with superconductivity [1]. We call

the state as an orbital glass. Recent experiments demonstrate that at small magnetic

fields (.1 — 2. Oe) the Meissner effect in grajiular high-temperature superconductors

HTSC (Bi-Compounds) disappears [2]-[4] . That confirms the predictions of the

theory. The orbital glass is a state with spontaneously generated circular currents,

which flow around loops of Josephson junctions in the superconducting state. The

creation of single circular current is associated with the existence of the topological

defect tr—ring, which is a loop of Josephson junctions where there is an odd number

of Josephson junctions having negative coupling. The total number of junctions in

the loop may be arbitrary.



The key basis of our construction of orbital glass is negative Josephson cou-

pling. An other words in granular HTSC there must exist the Josephson junctions,

which have negative constant J. For the point like Josephson contacts the negative

coupling arises due to the existence the defects with large Coulomb energy in the

junction, [n other words in the junction must exist the defect which have a level only

for the single electron( for example with spin down). For the second electron with

spin up , which may be located at the same level if we will not take into account the

Coulomb interaction between electrons , the energy level will be shifted by Coulomb

forses and the level will be located in the energy scale much higher then the first

level. For the junction with such impurity levels the Josephson constant changes

the sign. The effect arises due to the fermion statistics, which plays the important

role at the virtual tunneling of the cooper pair through the impurity level. In the

tunneling the cooper pair is temporary (for the virtual time of the tunneling) de-

stroyed. First the single electron of the pair hops on the defect level and then it hops

in the second grain. Then the second electron makes the similar hops. Finally the

cooper pair is again restored in the second grain. One may see that in the process

we will have one permutation of electrons in the pair. Due to the fermion statistics

this permutation gives the negative sign of the cooper pair tunneling or negative

Josephson coupling [5].

The issue arises when the junction is not pointlike. In the granular HTSC

Josephson junctions are created between grains in grain boundaries. It is known

that there are oxygen defects in the grain boundaries which act similar to the de-

scribed above Coulomb impurities, i.e. they give the levels only for single electrons.

These single electron levels participate in the Josephson tunneling. Of course in

the two-dimensional plane of the Josephson junction there are always two types of

(•uimeling: direct and through the intermediate states of the defect levels. It is in-

tuitively clear that the tunneling through the intermediate states is easer since the

overlapping integrals in the latter case is much larger than in the direct Josephson

coupling. Therefore, in average, taking into account the two types of tunneling, we

get the negative Josephson coupling provided that the concentration of Coulomb

impurities (oxygen defects in HTSC) is large enough. The rough estimations gives

that for negative Josephson coupling in the plane junction the concentration of the

impurities (in comparison with the density of the superconducting electrons in the

grain) must be larger than tile ratio of the overlapping integrals for the direct and

the intermediate tunneling. Since these integrals depend exponentially on the dis-

tance between tunneling points, even the small amount of the Coulomb impurities
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can change the sign of the Josephson Coupling in the extended junction.

The negative Josepson coupling corresponds to the additional shift in phase of

the superconducting wave function ( the order parameter) which is equal to jr. Since

the superconducting current is qualitatively proportional to the phase shif1, for the

x—junction the current will be generated spontaneously [6j. But, if we take the

closed loop of Josephson junctions, in which there are an even number of the IT —

junctions, then the total current on the loop will be equal to zero. The reason

is simply cancellation of positive and negative currents. The cancellation arises

because the state of the ring without current has lower energy then the state with

the current, where all of the partial currents generated by the TT — junctions have the

same direction, On the other hand the cancellation of the currents does not occur

when the number of %— junctions on the ring is an odd number. At least one of

the junctions will generate the spontaneous uncompensated orbital current on the

ring. This reason why the odd number of 7r— junctions on the ring is crucial for the

creating of the orbital moment.

Granular high temperature superconductors, having a complicated microstruc-

ture because of the anisotropy of granulars are good example of materials, where the

orbital glass may exist, The supercurrents associated with the topological defects

(jr—rings) generate flux tubes of magnetic field (see, for example [7]), which are

normal state regions within a superconductor, The flux tubes in the granular HTSC

penetrate the granulars along ab- planes and avoid to penetrate the grains along

c—axis. The susceptibility of the state with such flux tubes may be paramagnetic

even if a sample is in the superconducting state. Recent experiments investigating

the Meissner effect in the compounds shown that the Meissner effect may really

disappear. We first suggested that the disappearence of the Meissner effect may be

related to the creation of the new type of topological glass, having an orbital nature.

The experiments shows also that the effect is easily to observe in Bi —compounds,

i.e. the destruction of the Meissner effect is more easily seen in Bi-compound as com-

pared to YBCO. The Bi-compounds having a large ratio of the interlayer distance

between Cu — O planes to the coherence length may be especially easily penetrated

along a - b planes by the flux tubes . Because of the fact that the ratio of interlayer

distance to the coherence length for these compounds is largest in comparison with

other HTSC materials the penetration of the magnetic field along ab- plane is easest.

Therefore, in the compounds in comparison with other compounds the single F —

ring will generate a flux tube or flux line, having a largest length. Therefore there

will be created lengthy flux tubes, which penetrate the sample. The flux tubes, pen-



etrating the sample, play the crucial role in the destruction of the Meissner effect.

Therefore in Bi—compounds in comparison with other granual HTSC, the magnetic

orbital moments are more easily seen and the orbital glass been observed.

In contrast, for example, for the normal granular superconductors we expect

in this situation a full expulsion of magnetic field (Meissner effect). Of course in

the conventional superconductors the topologica! defects may be created too and

therefore the orbital glass may arise there. But the length of the flux lines generated

by v—rings is shortest. The flux lines penetrating the sample are practically not

created. Therefore the orbital glass is very difficult to observe. But the existence of

the orbital moments creates the difference in the values of the field cooled and zero

field cooled susceptibilities of the superconductor.

2 CURRENTS AND FLUX TUBES

To estimate the current, associated with the T—defect we considered a ring, con-

sisting of N-Josephson Junctions, described by quantum XY model. The current

generates a flux. In the region of the flux a normal state arises, The normal state

region depends on how much energy the system have got by the creating of the or-

bital current. Minimal volume of the normal state requires that the current loop will

try to cover a minimal area. The field or the flux may be calculated in a mean field

approximation. The value of the magnetic flux fsp depends on the self-inductance

of the ir—ring Lo [l],

U = -j^ (i)

where B\ — ^ sin{^)(fj, JV is the number of grains in the loop and d2 is a numerical

constant: d2 = (1 + 22~'v)/(l + 21"*). Due to the creation of the magnetic flux f,v
the energy of the system decreases by AE:

AE = -Bj2/(4£0) (2)

The magnetic field generated will be located around the x-contact. The total

flux including the magnetic and topological fluxes will be about +ir, corresponding

to a, vortex. Exactly speaking, the flux tube may be closed or unclosed. The vortex

will be created in latter case. The closed flux tube will correspond to a vortex -

antivortex pair.

The volume of the normal state may be roughly estimated with the aid of on

energetic relations. The decrease of an energy associated with the creation of sponta^

neous magnetic flux A£ (see, also Ref.[l]) must be equal to the condensation energy

Ec associated with the destruction of the superconducting state and the creation of

the normal state. This condensation energy is defined by the first critical magnetic

field Ha, at which vortices begin to penetrate the auperconductor[8]:

c cl CT /q\

where 5 is a surface of the cross section and L is a length of the loop of the flux

tube. Setting Ec = — AE we find L. In a magnetic field H the length LH of the

flux tube increases:

where nT is the number of ir-rings, which generate the flux tube. At the finite size

of the system the vortex is created even at smaller field H < J/Cl. The estimation

shows that the creating of the vortex from the preexisting circular flux tube depends

weekly on the applied magnetic field and occurs at high enough fields HV{HV < tfcl).

In the completely frustrated array the loops with odd number of ^-contacts are

distributed chaotically. At zero temperature the ground state of the frustrated three

dimensional array of grains in a superconducting state will correspond to a system

with different coupled vortex - antivortex pairs (chaotically distributed loops of flux

tubes). The loops of flux tubes will have different radii since the number of w-rings

associated with one flux tube may be arbitrary. With increasing magnetic field the

length of the flux tube increases and finally the loop breaks. As the loop breaks a

pair of decoupled orbital moments arises.

The decoupled vortex is associated with orbital current of x-rings. In other words

the vortex is associated with the orbital moment, which may flip. The possibility of

orbital moment-flip gives rise always to a paramagnetic response. In the framework

of a model describing a single T-ring the susceptibility is equal to [1]:

where Mor = 4>B tan(ir/iV)/(4irS), and Ca = 8ir2 Jd7sm(x/N)/N.

One sees that there is an additional positive contribution due to an odd number of

ir—contacts, which is proportional to l/H. Thus, at small field H the sucseptibility

gets very Urge \ ~ l/H and the system behaves as if half flux quantum were

penetrating the ring. In other words, for small fields instead of varying like f/H for

the ring without ir— contacts, the susceptibility varies like l/H. One may easily to

generalize this formula for the whole superconductor. As a result we have:

X — ~, y N0S •• •- - ( 6 )
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where No(H) is a concentration of effective 7r-rings or the concentration of the de-

coupled vorteces( N0S « 1). The dependence No = No(H) is weak at small fields

because at the increase of the magnetic field the remarkable amount of new vortices

decouples from the preexisting circular flux tubes only at high enough fields.

3 DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATE
The critical field of the vortex-antivortex decoupling in granular HTSC is much

smaller than Hri. Generally speaking, the process of the decoupling continues at

any field and depends on the microstructure of 7r-rings in the sample. From Eq.(6)

one finds the critical field at which the susceptibility changes sign:

The form of the function N0[H) is strongly dependent on the microstructure of

the granular superconductor. This is a characteristics of the sample. For example,

sometimes the susceptibility may be an anisotropic function of the applied magnetic

field. There are experimental results, where the disappearance of the usual Meiss-

ner effect in small magnetic fields in granular HTSC(5z 2212-compounds) has been

found [2]-[4]. If we assume that in these compounds rings or loops of Josephson junc-

tions with odd number of 7r-contacts exist, then orbital moments are spontaneously

created and orbital glass state is established with a susceptibility of paramagnetic

type. There exist also other experimental results about destruction of Meissner ef-

fect at tow fields and low temperatures in the case of granular Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 HTSC

[2].The measurements were performed in the magnetic field range 0.Q1-20 Gauss and

in the temperature range 20-120 K. The susceptibility has been recorded as func-

tion of increasing and decreasing temperature, At low fields [H < 0.1 Gauss) at a

temperature about 8S K the susceptibility starts to display diamagnetism but at a

slightly lower temperature the susceptibility increases sharply and attains a positive

value. The magnitude of the antimeissner signal decreases with increasing field and

for sufficiently large fields the susceptibility becomes negative {Meissner effect).

A different behavior of the susceptibility was observed when the sample was first

cooled in zero field and then a measurement of the susceptibility was done for an

increase of the temperature. One may readily explain this change in the behavior

of the susceptibility and the recovering of the Meissner signal. At zero field and low

temperatures the flux lines generated by the jr-rings take the circular form, if the

concentration of jr-rings is small. Probably, with the decrease of the temperature

the radius of these circles decreases, creating a flux line collapse. The contribution
of TT — rings to the susceptibility vanishes.

In extenai magnetic field the circle may be again transformed to the initial linear
shape with decouple vortices, inducing the large paramagnetic contribution to the
susceptibiiity. It is worth to note that in such a system there are a lots of metastable
states, since we do not deal with point like objects but , roughly speaking, with
physics of curves or flux tubes, Generally speaking, the existence of these metastable
states is associated with the existence of different topological defects for the flux
tubes. These metastable states shows the existence of the hysteresis cycles in the
system.

The authors of [2] have clearly concluded that "for an explanation of the effect

a new mechanism is needed". An estimate of Hco, made in the framework of the

present model, gives H^ ~ 2 Gauss. This is approximately the value observed

for Hro in experiments [2]-[4|. Thus we offer a mechanism for "Anti-Meissner"

effect. Moreover, in these experiments it was shown that the effect depends upon

the history of the measurement, i.e. there exist hysteresis cycles in the sytem. This

demonstrates that the system must have many relaxation rates, which correspond

directly to the concept of the orbital glass. Finally we stress that in order to establish

the nature and the behavior of the orbital glass, new experiments, like EPR, are

needed. It is worth to note that in all the experiments the Bi cuprates have

been studied. In the compounds the ratio of the interlayer distance to the coherence

length is larger than in other cuprates. Therefore for Bi-compounds the flux lines

easily generated by w~rings and the state of the orbital glass occurs. Therefore the

experiments are consistent with the concept of the orbital glass.

It is also worth to point out that the state of orbital glass is different from "gauge"

glass discussed in Ref. [9] [10]. The main reason for the creation of the "gauge"

glass is an disorder. The increase of the disorder will increase the probability of the

creation of the "gauge" glass. On the other hand the fundamental reason for the

orbital glass is the existence topological defects (TT -rings). So, in considered case

the disorder destroys cuspidal maxima in the dependence of the ground state energy

on the flux penetrating jr-ring. Therefore in our case the disorder like quantum and

thermal fluctuations may destroy the orbital moments and with an increase of the

disorder the orbital glass wil! disappear. The second difference is that in the orbital

glass the Meissner effect disappears with the decrease of a magnetic field. The state

with spontaneously generated flux tubes is characterized by different behavior of

zero-field- and field-cooled susceptibilities.



4 POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS

I think that the dynamics must be especially very intevsting. Since the orbital glass

is the state with flux tubes spontaneously generated by topological defects r—rings,

the configuration of the flux tube may be very arbitrary. In other words there are

many equivalent or near equivalent configurations of the given flux tube or say, flux

lines.

There two types of flux lines: 1) lmear, penetrating the sample and 2) the closed

loops of the flux lines. And there are dynamical transitions between these two types

and transitions inside of each type of the flux lines, between different states of the

given flux tube.

The more crucial are the transitions between the configurations of the first and

the second types. Such transitions may occur in the time since the state of the flux

line is metastable as rule. For example, it may reduce the paramagnetic response

of the fieid cooled susceptibility with the time. Although on the other hand some-

time it may even increase. The latter is more questionable. One may observe the

oscillation or fluctuations of the magnetisation in the time. For the zero field cooled

susceptibility the fluctuations probably are weaker, since there is no or there is a

little number of penetrating the sample vorteces.

The other type of experiments may be related to the applying nonstationary

magnetic field like single impulse of the field or couple impulses. The such short

impulses of the magnetic field will induce the transitions, in which the flux lines of the

second type transforms into first type. This will induce nonstationary paramagnetic

moments even if the magnetic field H < Hci.

Some interesting experiments may be done also if it is possible to variate (change)

the thickness of the sample or one may prepeare the films. For the field cooSed

succptibility with the decrease of tlie thickness the region of the field associated

with the orbita! glass (in other words where there is the paramagnetic response)

will increase. And the region of the diamadnetic screening will decrease. This may

be direct confirmation of the existence inside the superconductor the state with

spontaneously generated flux lines - orbital glass.
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